The realization of metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) as electronic conductors is a highly sought after goal, which has the potential to revolutionize the areas of catalysis, solid-state sensors and solar energy conversion devices. To date, the design and synthesis of MOFs that exhibit through-framework conduction has been limited; however, significant interest is now emerging owing to the fascinating prospects for integrating multiple functions. This highlight article introduces the field of conducting nanoporous materials and discusses recent specific examples along with key design features that will underlie future developments in the area.
Introduction
The field of nanoporous coordination polymers [1] (also known as metal-organic frameworks, MOFs [2] ) is developing at an extraordinary pace owing to the enormous structural and chemical diversity and the myriad potential applications in gas storage, separations, catalysis, non-linear optics, luminescence and magnetism. [3, 4] These materials consist of metal-based nodes or clusters connected by organic bridging ligands, forming a highly porous three-dimensional coordination network. After two decades of intense research, the emergence of electronically conducting forms of these materials has only recently attracted interest in the quest towards new genres of multifunctional materials. The lack of examples of conducting MOFs is due, in major part, to the fact that the metal centres typically used in their construction are not present in a redox-active form (e.g. Zn 2þ ) and the organic linkers are predominantly carboxylate-based, and do not facilitate strong electron transfer between the metal centres or clusters. As a result, the majority of the materials reported to date are insulators or semiconductors. In this highlight article, we introduce the emerging research field of conducting MOFs, discuss the key features of the examples that have been reported to date, and outline important design considerations. Specific attention is focussed here on recent examples of three-dimensional MOFs in which the dominant mechanism for conductivity is through the backbone of the structure itself. It should be noted however, that several cases of one-, two-and three-dimensional nanoporous structures have been reported in which ionic conduction (i.e. diffusion of ions through the pores) is the principal mechanism for conductivity.
In contrast to existing classes of solid-state conductors such as conjugated polymers, mesoporous carbons and metal oxides, molecule-based materials exhibit a host of unique and fascinating properties. The ability to engineer the architectures and topologies via the judicious choice of metal-based molecular building blocks and organic bridging ligands provides an unparalleled molecular level of control over the structural and physical characteristics. In addition, the regular monodisperse nature of the crystalline array of nanopores provides an unprecedented opportunity to exploit host-guest chemistry to modulate inter-component electron transfer processes. Electronically conducting nanoporous materials thus provide the opportunity to explore, for the first time, deeply fundamental structure-conductivity relationships and electron transfer phenomena in three-dimensional coordination space. At an applied level, nanoporous conductors should spur the development of advanced materials for a plethora of novel applications such as light-weight conductors, electrochemical sensors, electrocatalysts, thermoelectric materials and battery electrolytes. Of the vast array of MOFs reported to date in the literature, only a handful exhibit metallic conducting behaviour. [4] Of these, the majority are composed of one-dimensional chains or two-dimensional layered structures, while three-dimensional conducting frameworks have proven largely elusive. Among the most extensively studied examples of conducting crystalline solids, Cu(TCNQ) has been found to reversibly switch from a resistive to conductive state upon interaction with radiation or an electric field (TCNQ ¼ 7, 7, 8, . [5] Other examples include Cu(TCNQX 2 ) {X¼ Cl, Br} and Ag(TCNQ), [6] [7] as well as structures incorporating the redox-active ligands TCNQ, 3,6-di-tert-butyl-1,2-benzoquinone and bis(ethylenedithio)tetrathiafulvalene (BEDT-TTF) in their radical forms. [4] Several three-dimensional redox-active frameworks have also been reported. Recent examples include the pillared bilayer framework consisting of a bismacrocyclic Ni II complex bridged by 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylate ligands, shown in Fig. 1 [9] In this case, the initial framework is insulating, however, the insertion of Li 0 atoms into the pores induces a redox-active mixed-valence state of the framework due to the reduction of Fe III to Fe II . The resultant 'charged' framework subsequently discharges the voltage potential through the removal of Li þ from the pores and the return of Fe II to its Fe III state. For over a decade, it was believed that the ideal high kinetics (e.g. high-power-rate) electrodes would be constructed of hybrid materials involving conducting organic polymers interleaved between inorganic oxide lattices. [10] Synthetic difficulties in producing such hybrid compounds, however, prevented their development. [Fe III (OH) 0.8 F 0.2 (BDC)] thus represents the first example of a MOF that approaches the realization of such high-kinetic electrodes.
A critical point which exemplified here is that the change in oxidation state of the metal centres is balanced by the absorption or desorption of counter-ions, or by an opposite charge in the framework or its guest molecules. [4] This consideration explains one of the significant challenges in the synthesis of conducting MOFs: in order to retain structural integrity, any change in oxidation state of the metal centres or ligands must be compensated for.
Cu[Ni(pdt) 2 ] shown in Fig. 2 is an interesting recent example of a redox-active framework with tunable conductivity that is based on changing the oxidation state of various halide guests. [11] [12] It is crucial to note that redox activity alone does not guarantee that a framework material will be conducting. The aforementioned examples largely are electronic insulators, or at best, semiconductors owing to the nature of the bridging ligands, which are either carboxylate-based or unsymmetrical (as in the case of CN À ) and do not facilitate strong metal-metal electron transfer. Redox activity can also be introduced via organic bridging ligands that can exist as radical anions/cations, although of the examples to date, conductivity has not been achieved due to the nature of the metal centres (e.g. Zn 2þ ), which do not overlap effectively with the ligand-based orbitals. Examples include [Zn 2 (BPDC) 2 Fig. 3 ; [13] [Zn 3 (NTB) 2 (EtOH) 2 ], which contains the triarylaminium polyradical, 4,4 0 ,4 00 -nitrilotrisbenzoate (NTB); [14] and [{Ru 2 (O 2 CPh-F) 4 } 2 (BTDA-TCNQ)], which contains the redox-active ligand BTDA-TCNQ (bis(1,2,5-thiadiazolo)tetracyanoquinodimethane) (F-PhCO 2 À ¼ m-fluorobenzoate). [15] Design Considerations A prerequisite for electronic conductivity in framework materials is delocalization of charge, for which effective overlap between the frontier orbitals of the redox-active metal centres and the bridging ligands is essential. The approach for the rational design and construction of conducting crystalline coordination frameworks thus entails the use of modular building blocks with structural and electronic characteristics that are The conductivity of the material can be tuned by changing the oxidation state of various halide guests. This is one of the first such materials where the band gap could be tuned through host-guest interactions. [11] conducive to strong inter-component electron transfer, i.e. they are components of discrete delocalized (Robin and Day 'Class III') [12] di-, tri-and tetra-nuclear mixed-valence complexes. [16] This strategy can be broadly termed 'crystal engineering', as defined by Robson et al. in the early 1990s, [1] to describe the ability to predict and tailor the structure and properties of a framework based on those of the precursor metal and organic linker.
(DPNI)], which is based on the redox-active bridging ligand DPNI (BPDC
Second and third row transition metal centres, such as ruthenium and osmium bridged by polypyridyl bridging ligands that mediate strong electron transfer would be particularly suited to achieve this goal.
[17] The delocalized nature of the intervalence charge transfer (IVCT) transition between the redoxactive centres in discrete di-and tri-nuclear mixed-valence complexes could be exploited to derive conductivity over the entire three-dimensional framework. Unfortunately, to date most of the frameworks reported in the literature have consisted of transition metal ions of the first row (e.g. . Examples of frameworks containing second and third row metals are extremely rare, owing to the relative inertness of these metal centres to ligand substitution.
Ruthenium, in particular, is an element that has been almost entirely neglected, almost certainly due to its extremely low ligand lability. [18] The slow rate of ligand exchange for Ru II and Ru III ions inhibits self assembly and the eventual formation of long range order. The water exchange rate constants k(H 2 O) for solvated cations are more than seven orders of magnitude slower than many of their first-row counterparts (10 -10 -6 s -1 for Ru III ). [18] Subsequently, only two classes of coordination polymer that incorporate ruthenium into their structure have been reported, both containing the tetracarboxylate Ru 2 paddlewheel [Ru 2 (O 2 CMe) 4 ] with TCNQbased bridging ligands, and both have only been studied with regard their magnetic properties. [19] [20] [21] [22] It should be noted that redox-activity need not only be confined to the metal centres. The integration of redox-active bridging ligands with readily accessible radical anions/cations offers a further route to conducting nanoporous materials. Such bridging units should be based on coordinating moieties other than carboxylates (examples include thiazolates and tetrazolates) which allow for favourable overlap with the metal-based orbitals.
Assessing Electronic Conductivity
Measures of the conductivity of porous coordination solids have focussed largely on single crystal or powder pellet four-point probe conductivity measurements. In the latter case, the measurements often suffer from grain boundary effects that preclude absolute and quantitative assessments of electronic conductivity. Notwithstanding this limitation, such measurements offer a reasonable probe of the relative degree of conductivity in a closely-related family of framework systems.
Solid state electrochemical measurements can provide more detailed information regarding the redox-accessible states of metals and ligands, and the presence of electronic interactions (if any) between these constituents. Despite the importance of such measurements for molecular redox-active systems, the electrochemical properties of porous coordination polymers have been reported in only a handful of cases. [9] [10] [11] 23] A splitting in the redox processes in the cyclic voltammograms, for example, will be indicative of inter-component electronic coupling. A critical issue is that the electrolyte anions/cations must be able to fully penetrate the porous structure as the redox-active centres undergo electrochemical oxidation/reduction.
In cases where as-synthesized frameworks are not intrinsically conducting (that is, they are not in their mixed-valence forms), general methodologies for chemical reduction/ oxidation enable the generation of the electronicallyconducting state of the material, as exemplified earlier for [Fe III (OH) 0.8 F 0.2 (BDC)]. [9] As a final point, the appearance of an intervalence charge transfer band in the diffuse reflectance electronic absorption spectrum of a framework would provide a diagnostic marker for the presence of intercomponent metal-metal electron transfer. Such bands provide a spectroscopic signature for mixed valency and one of the most powerful probes for the degree of delocalization, which governs the electronic conductivity. For example, the localized (Class II [12] ) [24] Besides Prussian Blue, the fundamental optical and electrochemical properties of redox-active and potentially conducting frameworks have seldom been probed.
Looking Forward: Future Applications
The burgeoning area of nanoporous materials lies at the forefront of current worldwide research efforts towards advanced materials with novel physical and chemical properties. The porous nature of MOFs provides a virtually limitless range of possibilities for the use of conductivity as a transduction mechanism for analyte sensing and for tuning host-guest chemistry. Indeed, host-guest interactions have already been shown to have profound effects on other physical framework phenomena including magnetism, flexibility, negative thermal expansion and luminescence. [3, 4] An enormous range of fascinating multifunctional phenomena are thus envisaged due to the interplay between porosity, conductivity and other physical properties of frameworks that have hitherto been independently investigated. For example, the integration of components for electron transfer, light absorption and catalysis in nanoporous materials provides the basis for highly sophisticated devices for heterogeneous photocatalysis (e.g. for water splitting and the reduction of CO 2 ), artificial light harvesting, non-linear optics, optoelectronics devices and self-regulated environmentally-responsive systems, among numerous others.
